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SCN Agrees to Buy-out of Non-core Distribution Agreement for 
MSEK 2 

Scandinavian Clinical Nutrition (SCN) will receive SEK 2 million in cash by the end of May 2009 
from its client Hirapharm S.A.R.L. to mutually terminate the distribution of third party products 
in France, Belgium and Luxembourg. 

 

The buy-out by Hirapharm relates to an exclusive distribution agreement for third party products (Femal and 
Poltit) from the Swedish company Natumin Pharma AB. Prior to the buy-out, SCN and Natumin had been working 
jointly on marketing and distributing some of Natumin’s products in the French-speaking region of Europe and this 
deal now leaves the door open for Natumin and Hirapharm to directly conduct business on Natumin’s products 
between each other. 
 
“Given that SCN has no ownership in the products in question, we have agreed for Hirapharm to buy us out of this 
agreement, which we consider non-core business. This way SCN is in a better position to focus on developing its 
own opportunities and we wish Natumin and Hirapharm well in their direct collaboration going forward,” says 
Danilo Copiz, VP of Sales at SCN, who initially set-up the agreement and negotiated the deal for SCN. 
 
 
 

For more information, please contact: 

Danilo Copiz, VP Sales, dc@scnutrition.com, +45 20 90 88 85 
Ulf Söderberg, CEO, us@scnutrition.com, +46 708 13 22 81 
 
 
Scandinavian Clinical Nutrition i Sverige AB (publ)) works in R&D and distribution of clinically tested, scientifically 
documented products within the field of nutrition (nutraceuticals). Established in 2006, SCN maintains a product 
portfolio with established trademarks, such as CUUR, Coldizin, Immulina, Membra7 and Ledactin. Core 
competence and strategic alliances, within both R&D and sales, in combination with innovative and clinically 
proven products, create good conditions for profitable growth both in Sweden and internationally. The shares of 
SCN are traded under the ticker “SCN” on Oslo Axess (www.osloaxess.no) and NGM Equity (www.ngm.se). For 
more information, please visit www.scnutrition.com. 


